— Page 134 to Page 141 — UK session
Attendees: Paula, Gwynne Mayer, Michelle F, Robert Davis, XJ, James, Carole Orem

J: If reality is fractal in nature. Nature of living in a fractal reality. Shared YouTube video to
demonstrate fractal. Start from octaves from top to bottom – gives means of separating from
ongoing associates of three brained being. Representing absolute and ray of creation in terms
of the fractal – what has it to do with me? I am here – self-remembering – all proceeding – I
am here, now, within the fractal! Changed the experiences that were ongoing from moment to
moment and this experiencing, the length of attention, expanded.
XJ: Fractals has always been my perspective of this – previous knowledge of science.
CO: Source?

RB: Mandelbrot set. Experimented with various mathematical formulae and this equation
paints out a space and replicates at lower and lower levels – referred to as fractals. Although the
image on YouTube behaved as if in motion, wasn’t in motion – you that is moving – zooming
in. Not to distract from the idea of the ray of creation is that everything fractions according to
the law of seven so possible to create something based on that which carved out a fractal. Not
2D, it is 3D and is undergoing change at any point in time. So fractal representation is a prim‐
itive representation of that reality.
XJ: Mathematically has the concept of fractional dimensions.

RB: Term dimension – problem is different people give it different meanings and mathematic‐
ally only has one. People describing behaviour of fractals as involving fractal dimensions and
that is a misuse. Something small against something large. Ray of Creation down to atom –
low level appears to be independent of the high and might be regarded as separate. String the‐
ory: 11 or 13 dimensions curled up … but not reality. Only 3 dimensions of space. Can call
extra dimension, but not.
RD: Mandelbrot – could you do law of seven?
RB: Couldn’t do it in that form.

RD: Made up of irrational numbers – doesn’t repeat?

RB: Don’t want to start giving lectures on mathematics … be very careful. Idea of fractioning
means rational numbers – by meaning of the word: ratio. Octave expressed in rational numbers.
Can introduce elements of mathematics if you want. Rational numbers take whole of natural
numbers and they make ratios between them and allow operation of division, multiplication and
addition … what you may have thought of as a given are not – they are operators and they
manipulate things. Problem is that mathematics isn’t taught correctly. Basis of number theory
is set theory and you would have to teach yourself set theory to understand numbers properly
in terms of mathematics. May also be mystical nature, but not covered by mathematics.
Using fractal representation of the octave – each note of the octave is an octave and so on – very
fractal. It doesn’t really help us much. Word ‘fractal’ is just a word. You could invent any new
word and apply that to the octave. The idea of a self-repeating system.
XJ: One thing in the physical world is chaos – which is dynamic.

RB: Chaos theory is an interesting way of looking at reality. Many examples of strange attract‐
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ors. Systems that appear to be coherent and predictable often are not.

XJ: Asked a question whether numbers existed before the world. Before mathematics we typ‐
ically talk about …

RB: Deeply religious question. Suggested that in the Sefer Yetzirah which describes creation,
numbers and letters are described as seraphim (Hebrew alphabet). Very fiery things and maybe
numbers are.
Not really addressing the text we have read … G has been kind until now and in this chapter
he just lets go!
RB: What does the word ‘absurd’ mean?
RD: Cacophony

RB: out of tune, out of harmony. This is the most out of harmony thing. The perception by
human beings that the sun actually lights and heats – not only untrue is absurd.
RD: Is he saying that it happens in the atmosphere?

RB: This shouldn’t be me telling everybody how to think. Consider every single word and what
their meaning is. Make sure you understand what is being said.

IN ORDER, my dear Hassein, that you should meanwhile have an approximate representation also
of just how far that function called ‘the instinctive sensing of reality,’ which is proper to every threebrained being of the whole of our Great Universe, is already entirely lacking in the presences of the
three-centered beings breeding on the planet Earth, and especially in those of the most recent periods,
it will be enough, to begin with, I think, if I explain to you only about how they understand and ex‐
plain to themselves the causes why there periodically proceed on their planet those cosmic phenomena
which they call ‘daylight,’ ‘darkness,’ ‘heat,’ ‘cold,’ and so on.
What is this paragraph saying? We don’t instinctively sense reality.

“All, without exception, of the three-brained beings of that planet who have attained the age of a re‐
sponsible being, and even those many and various ‘wiseacrings’ existing there which they call ‘sciences,’
are categorically certain that all the said phenomena arrive on their planet completely, so to say, readymade, ‘d-i-r-e-c-t-l-y’ from their own Sun . . . and as Mullah Nassr Eddin would say in such cases,
‘no more hokeypokey about it.’
RD: Hokeypokey – goes back to liturgy. Based on Latin mass. Directly part – same as when
he wrote directly to hell. On p75 – cylinder – about heat and cold in that.

J: Daylight in sense of consciousness and darkness waking sleep. Heat is that which allows
evolution of substances through the substrate of the body and cold would do the opposite and
H48 transformed downwards.

RB: If we take the idea that the only thing that ever happens in terms of events is the law of
three. Everything happens by the law of three. If the sun is the active force in heating up the
earth, there are still two other forces before the earth will heat up. So idea of sun responsible
contradicts the law of three. Have to go down to an event. You are sitting in a deck chair naked
from the waist up and appear to be getting sunburn – what is going on?
J: Radiation affecting skin cells?

RB: I think a ? is being put against that by G here. I don’t know.

RD: Omnipresent active Okidanokh – trigger – sun active and we are passive?
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RB: Don’t think of the Universe in the way it is described in The Tales. Everything is alive, or
a substance within something that is alive – no exceptions. If somebody mentions to you that
a telescope has spotted an asteroid in the farthest reaches of our solar system … it is alive.
RB: If we have no explanation for okidanokh, might as well give up

GM: Vivifyingness of vibrations – constantly infusing the atmospheres. When you are aware
… law of three always in operation at every level.

RB: p138 “ You must also know further, that only one cosmic crystallization, existing under the name
‘Omnipresent-Okidanokh,’ obtains its prime arising—although it also is crystallized from Ether‐
okrilno—from the three Holy sources of the sacred Theomertmalogos, that is, from the emanation of the
Most Holy Sun Absolute.

If you didn’t take that in and the word Okidanokh comes up … you wouldn’t know what it
means. It would appear that it is omnipresent.
RD: Reminded me of the ship called ‘omnipresent’.
RB: Did G accidently choose words?
RB: Concept of omnipresent.

J: Omni – All, and Present - Every.

RB: Very little present in terms of this individual sitting in front of the zoom meeting, or my
interest is such that I am more present … or may have raised my level to self-remembering. You
can always remember yourself easily by being aware of what is out there and that I am here …
Should a fair amount of attention be built up and I become aware of all the sensations of my
body … that level of sensation (that we all surely know about) that is omnipresence within my
personal Trogoautoegocrat.
RB: If something is omnipresent it is part of the Absolute.

RB: Met with this paragraph before, because I had to understand for my work on Objective
Science. The word ‘Okidanokh’?
RB: Most likely means: that which gives a soul. Oki: Armenian can be taken to mean soul; da
– latin ending for ‘give’. Makes sense in terms of what is being described here.

Something between Absolute and Etherokrilno that creates a crystallisation. Gives a soul to all
cosmic arisings and is a fraction of the absolute.
RD: Animals?

RB: Everything is alive – if wasn’t alive and becomes alive is an arising. Life force – could say
it has a soul? Various bodies that can arise from any living thing, only when it crystalized to a
certain level becomes a soul.

RB: Don’t really use the word soul for this – ‘attention’? Can become crystalized attention and
until it decrystallizes, okidanokh is trapped (or happy to be there).
RB: Take these individual words and take a meaning for them, so that we have something to
use when they come up in the future.

RB: “Everywhere in the Universe, this ‘Omnipresent-Okidanokh’ or ‘Omnipresent-Active-Element’
takes part in the formation of all both great and small arisings, and is, in general, the fundamental
cause of most of the cosmic phenomena and, in particular, of the phenomena proceeding in the atmo‐
spheres.
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We can say for certain that the omnipresent okidanokh in our atmosphere didn’t get there from
the sun – it was always there. Light, darkness, heat, cold happen because of this substance. That
is what it says.
J: What is the difference between emanation and radiation?

RB: Term radiation isn’t ambiguous. Something radiates out from a centre – a cause at the
centre which leads to something radiating out from it. You could say that Jupiter radiates light
and so does Saturn – because if you put a satellite that is collecting radiation and point at those
planets you will realise that they are radiating their own light. The moon is reflecting light from
elsewhere. G insists that all planets radiate light. The planets also emanate and what they
emanate is an atmosphere and a magnetosphere and there is a limit to how far that goes. Some‐
thing that radiates from Jupiter goes for as long as it goes – away from the sun into the universe
and maybe for billions of years before it hits anything. Nothing that indicates that there is
something at the end of the radiation that it is seeking out – not been attracted. Sun not shin‐
ing because something elsewhere attracted it. Emanations go to the heliopause (the edge of the
solar system) and stop there. And I think that is the difference between emanations and radi‐
ations.
J: Necessarily penetrating each other at all times.

RB: Don’t have a good perception of your own atmosphere, but you realise that you have an
atmosphere and others have an atmosphere. Within 3 feet of someone your atmospheres are
touching. 100 yards down a corridor, atmospheres not touching, but you can see each other
(radiation). Question about how emanations and radiations affect one another.
J: Three forces – emanation, radiation and a third?

RB: Don’t know. Important point that scientists don’t know difference between emanations and
radiations. What directly comes to earth from sun is emanation: aurora … stops at heliopause
and interacts with our planet and others. At the same time a lot of electromagnetic radiation
that comes out of the sun – not sure what that is. We call it light and radiation, but doesn’t
explain what it is, just that it has different wavelengths.
RB: Trogoautoegocrat?

J: Most holy sun absolute wanted to stave off affect of Heropass … endlessness ejected merciless
Heropass by creating megalocosmos via Trogoautoegocrat. Once into etherokrilno, through
harnel miatznel, clumped together … evolution and involution of substances and we have to
take in food air and impressions to survive …
Trogo – eat; ego -self; crat – govern … I am a system of government that eats itself.

RB: One of the most important ideas that we have. In order to see the world as it is, need
concepts to express the nature of the world as it is. The point is that because it is a Trogoautoe‐
gocrat, there are consequences in respect of the way it works. Not particularly obvious. If you
were to stop eating, it would take about 12 days for the body to realise it should start some
extreme economy. Can normally do 7 days without too much of a problem. If you stop drinking
water, you might last 2-3 days. If you stop breathing, might get to 10 mins, but most only 6-7.
If you stopped taking in impressions, you would die immediately. We know this because there
are certain nerve poisons that can be injected into people to paralyse the nervous system and
you die immediately. Fastest acting poisons on the planet are nerve poisons and they stop you
ingesting impressions. Four necessities for life: food, water, breathing, impressions. Starts to
paint a picture of a universe – you. Let’s say something in your body stops air getting from your
lungs into the blood system – doesn’t matter what it is – immediately various aspects are not
functioning and it isn’t long before the body is dead. No difference how old you are. You are a
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process and if any part of that process misfires you die … eventually. Think of yourself as a
process – always eating, digesting something. Always breathing, taking in impressions – always.
Harnel Miatznel not working = illness – some substance not getting to where it needs to be.
Law of three not happening. Same if the body stops excreting. Problems of a given human
being can be described in these terms. Emotional memory lodged in the muscle system of the
body, or something that brings on negative associations. Trogoautoegocrat being stopped. In
8 months cells of body will be replaced …
If an asteroid passes the Earth, it is going somewhere – even if you have no way of knowing its
destiny. True of the whole universe: Earth, Moon … Global warming isn’t going to destroy the
Earth – Great Nature will do something so that the Earth can survive. This is how we should
look at the world. Nobody in the Work explained this to me – have come up with this from
reading this book, so interested if you disagree. I may have got it wrong.
RD: Associate Djartklom with raskooarno.

RB: Conceived and something enters into your existence and you have the possibility of evolu‐
tion beyond just he body growing. The evolution of the single fertilized ovum is reasonably well
understood. Fertilized eggs grow from second one and ovum started to reproduce amoeba like
– same stuff gets bigger – then part dedicates to attaching to the wall of the womb – becomes
the placenta and will be around until birth but won’t be part of you. The rest divides into three
different groups of stem cells. Not well understood how human beings work … we are stem
cells. Most of the cells of the body are not stem cells. When you need to create a new skin cell,
a stem cell will create it and another will die. Have stem cells creating your body all the time.
They divide into units and turn off their own DNA – one part of that three sets will become
the muscle system and the backbone – moving centre and everything that attached; second be‐
comes the enteric nervous system and will create the systems of the gut to process food and
going to become the emotional centre; third set form the head brain and control of the nervous
system from the head brain becomes the thinking centre - and that is how you were born.
When we die, whatever magic created those sets of stem cells is going to return to where it came
from. Substance of physical body goes to the Earth. Some of the mental body will go the moon
and if there is a fully formed kesdjan body – won’t be a death, will be a shedding and what
remains will live on. If Reason has been developed can live on attached to the kesdjan body.
Process of returning depends on what kind of death. The parts form into okidanokh, which can
then attach to next thing.

US Session

Attendees: Paula, Jeff Klopp, Ronald Jones, Jeff Tripodi, Sandra Whitmore, Anthony Tan, Bob‐
bie Pennock, James O’Donnell, Stephen Frantz, Anne Little, John Amaral, Martha

SF: What is Okidanokh? Used to think it was the highest hydrogen, but now think it is some‐
thing that takes part in every step of the transformation and gets changed in respect of the
vivifyingness – not one of the substances. Djartklom – used to think it splits so that each of the
three centers was crystalized, but if true what does that mean for something lower in the ray of
creation … such as a rock?

RB: Went through this on a word by word basis – needed to understand okidanokh for the
hydrogens seminars. Etymology: Oki – implication of soul or attention; da, almost certainly
from Latin, to give; nokh, (Armenian) the thing that. The thing that makes the soul possible.
Can trace the growth from a single ovum to an embryo very accurately – been done in laborat‐
ories. When the egg gets to a certain point in terms of number of cells, can no longer go back.
Can take a hair to split the two parts of the ovum and can do that up to a point. There is a point
of transformation when the arising starts to specialise. When it does that, it divides itself into
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three. Those three are collections of stem cells. One collection is going to form the backbone
and muscle structure and provide the substrate for the whole of the moving centre – and the
moving centre too. The second collection of stem cells forms enteric nervous system, digestive
system and organs, including heart – substrate for emotional system. Third part head brain and
nervous system, which threads into other two parts. Development of human embryo – exhibits
djartklom in some way. From human perspective (don’t know about kangaroo, flying squirrel
…) from outset of conception, something divides into three and they are centers of awareness
in human being. Okidanokh – something that gives awareness is credible. If you pursue further
and let the human being as soon as he/she can join a Gurdjieff group and develop essence –
emotional part will ascend. The body of the Soul/body of Reason must also start developing.
Follow through to being part of Tales Study Group on the internet – what happens if it dies?
All the parts separate – rascooarno. Or if kesdjan body has been formed, it isn’t really death –
shedding. If it all dies – can become okidanokh again, but if they have raised their level, Okid‐
anokh will be at a higher level. Opposite can happen – no intellect, no moral awareness – can
be that okidanokh vibrating at a lower level.
SW: Everywhere in the Universe, this ‘Omnipresent-Okidanokh’ or ‘Omnipresent-Active-Element’
takes part in the formation of all both great and small arisings, and is, in general, the fundamental
cause of most of the cosmic phenomena and, in particular, of the phenomena proceeding in the atmo‐
spheres.
Raises the point of the atmospheres – important and not sure how to think about it.
Okidanokh is the first crystallization – material created.

RB: Not going to be resolved without going through Purgatory and reading what is said there.
Not the whole of the story here (arguably not in Purgatory either).
RB: Speculation about the nature of the Universe. Things at the very highest level that we don’t
know about. One question is: did numbers come before the creation or afterwards? G makes
statement that at the time of the Autoegocrat, Endlessness existed alone in the Universe except
for the area marked out by the Sun Absolute, with Etherokrilno. Question is are we to assume
that the Absolute is NOT Etherokrilno and not constituted from Etherokrilno?
SW: Etherokrilno has a relationship to electricity that I can’t explain and assume that the Ab‐
solute exists independently from it.

RB: I happened in the past couple of days, accidently … studied Sefer Yetzirah around 40 years
ago … if you read that text it isn’t clear what every word means, but if you read it then the
suggestion is that the creation of the Universe occurred when God separated himself from
Himself. The Absolute split into two parts – infinite light and infinite heavy and the Universe
came into existence between those parts. That version of the Absolute existed with his Ser‐
aphim, and they were numbers and letters of the Hebrew alphabet. Numbers are in fact alive –
and more alive than you and I are. The letters of the Hebrew alphabet have symbolic meaning
and all of the nouns of the Hebrew language created by Moses are derived from the verbs. No
idea of a house before the idea of housing something. Verbs came before the creation and nouns
came afterwards.
RB: p135 Who picked up on Oskiano?

SF: Made me realise that there was more to the word than I had thought. Implanted from
without at a very early stage was a new idea for me. Related with the notion of remorse. Get
implanted with the capability to ascend, even if we don’t know or remember how. Something
is capable of pulling us up.
RB: We can read this book and let words flow past us.
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You, for instance, have the normal presence of a three-brained being, and within your presence there is
intentionally ‘implanted’ from without, ‘Oskiano,’…

Suggestion that there is stuff already implanted in us and shouldn’t be surprised. Not clearly
expressed before. Born with a higher intellectual and emotional centre and they are operating
and one of the features of higher emotional centre is conscience and it is a capability that allows
me to know what to do in situations where there is clearly a choice. Not something I work out
from what I was taught – something that I know. Oskiano means ‘making gold’. Implanted
intentionally in us and we have to go and find it.

Statement that we don’t sense reality. Basic concepts of daylight, darkness, heat, cold … don’t
come from the Sun.
“In reality, the surface of their ‘Source-of-Heat,’ like that of all the ordinary suns of our Great Uni‐
verse, is perhaps more covered with ice than the surface of what they call their ‘North Pole.’
Traditionally, in Tales groups where we have discussed the idea, assumption is that he is refer‐
ring to our sun – inside us- solar plexus – and our sun is in fact cold. That is reasonable if you
are looking for it to be explicable, but don’t think it explains this chapter.

Lopsided monstrosity. If moons are a natural process and the feeding of them is part of the
trogoautoegocratic process. Why is our moon a monstrosity?

RB: Good question. We know now that the moon is from the Earth – lunar rocks came from
the Earth. Alternative scenario is that the Earth captured a rock and it became the Moon – in
which case the rocks wouldn’t have been the same. How does a planet give birth to a Moon?
No idea whether G cared or talked about that.
BP: Instinctive – is that related to Essence? (p134)

RB: Would refer to instinct. Been experiencing recently the idea of just trying to experience
reality. Just look inside and see what is happening. Leads to perceptions that are uncommon.
Instinctive – doesn’t mean looking it up in a book. Question that needs to be examined – what
do you know for sure?
SW: Instinctive sense of reality is one thing to see if you can sense. Proper to every threebrained being – just not human beings.

SW: Oskiano – implanted in the ovum/human being, but I thought it was implanted from out‐
side (education). This gives a different implication.
RB: Something given to us with which we can make gold.

RB: I know that I am. How do I know that? Some instinctive something.
SW: And I tend to forget it a lot.

RB: When you have a perception that isn’t a dream of working on yourself it is very odd. It
doesn’t have any after-thoughts. We shoot them dead with after-thoughts all the time.

SF: Notion of self-consciousness, level above normal consciousness, such a thing as three
brained beings that don’t have to work as hard as I do – awareness of ‘I am’ all the time. Instinct‐
ive – hard-wired and thinking can’t monkey with it.
RB: Many levels of self-remembering. Maybe that is what you are talking about with self-con‐
sciousness.
RB: Trogoautoegocrat. Omnipresent-Okidanokh.
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Problem we have with words is that become identified with it and it becomes dead. Trogoau‐
toegocrat is one of the most important concepts in the Work. I rule myself by eating. I rule
by eating myself. My system is one of self-eating. We make errors in conceptions of myself.
The Work is precise about language. Confusion of tongues – never understand each other
about anything together than very practical tings. But can in the Work if they adopt the words
that they are given – The Tales is your dictionary for all the words of the Work. The language
that G thinks describe reality.
We cannot survive without eating – at least once a day. If we stopped eating, after about 10 days
body would start to economise significantly. Can do 7 days without too much problem. If you
keep not eating you will die eventually. If you stop drinking – possibly have about 3 days. If
you stop breathing – dead in about 5 mins. If you stop perceiving things will be dead instantly
– know because of nerve poisons, which kill a human being fastest. Paralyses nervous system
and makes it impossible to perceive impressions. What we are as a living thing is something
that is processing food, water, air and impressions and never stop. Can look at the whole body
as a series of octaves within octaves and stuff required is delivered to where it is needed in the
proportion that is required. Pancreas will have to produce bicarbonate of soda because of stom‐
ach acid. Algamatant knows what is required. Secretions in right proportion throughout the
alimentary canal. You have no idea how to do that – it is a genius. There are other things the
body does – every now and then the liver cleanses the gall bladder and raises the level of cho‐
lesterol to wash it out. These processes happening throughout the whole body. If anything
happens in your Trogoautoegocrat where something isn’t where it is needed, you get sick or die.
The miraculous piece is that you aren’t any different to anything else. The same is true of a
planet, galaxy, asteroid, fish … all functions like this. If the Trogoautoegocrat that we think of
as life on Earth is going badly wrong – that is our opinion – and if human beings are getting in
the way, they will be wiped off the planet. Our view is so human centric.

JA: Number before creation? Form of creation. The way we think about it is that there is a
dipole – which you pointed out – positive and negative. Based on that consider that Ether‐
okrilno is not a substance but a form – dictates the form of matter.
RB: That is a valid idea and I hadn’t had that. Have to work back from what we know is true.

JA: Diagram of Everything Living. Trogoautoegrocratic process – what is eating man? Angels,
Archangels. We are familiar with mass-based world and can extrapolate into world of impres‐
sions, emotions too. If everything is eaten and being eaten, or something we produce is being
eaten in this hierarchical arrangement of being eaten?

RB: Not simple. You start eating a leg of Turkey – as a human being you need muscle and it
would be very convenient if you could transform a leg of Turkey into muscle, but we can’t do
that. If you look at the consumption of three foods, in order for that piece of Turkey muscle to
become human muscle, has to be broken down into amino acids and there is more required.
Also need to work out where this bit of muscle is going to go. And the stem cells are doing all
of this and they can’t do it unless they have everything they need.
Is an ant an individual, or a cell in a larger animal? Am I an individual, or just a cell in humanity?
It appears that Archangels eat man. How do I get to be food for an Archangel? Do we collect‐
ively become part of an Archangel?
SW: To some extent takes us back to Arch Absurd – sun doesn’t light and heat and we don’t
know why. The Universe is not what we think it is and has to do with the Trogoautoegocratic
process and the eating up the ladder.

RB: Omnipresent-Okidanokh – it is everywhere. Don’t have a good concept of omnipresence.
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Sitting and become aware of individuality and breath – Work exercise. If we do it with reason‐
able success, we end up fully aware of our body – sensation throughout whole of our body – that
is omnipresence within our Trogoautoegocrat. Attention of Absolute reaching out to try to
sense whole of creation. For every new arising – there is a particle of this Okidanokh which
immediately enters into the new arising and the Absolute is sensing his universe … in us mani‐
fests as awareness and if strong, get the idea that we make it stronger and try to crystalize our
capability. Seems to me that is what the words are suggesting. Arising dies and awareness goes
back and reforms and lives at a certain level of vibration. Took me a long time of reading this
chapter that is what is apparently being described. Didn’t get a strong conclusion – just felt like
probably what this is.

SF: Remorse? Associated with guilt, shame, genuine internal feeling like “I wish I hadn’t done
that”. Something to do with subjecting myself to an outside judgement. Etymology of remorse
– comes from ‘bite’ – something within me looking at myself in a different way – associate with
eating.

every part that has arisen from the results of any one Holy Source of the Sacred Triamazikamno,
as it were, ‘revolts’ and ‘criticizes’ the former unbecoming perceptions and the manifestations at
the moment of another part of its whole—a part obtained from the results of another Holy
Source of the same fundamental sacred Cosmic Law of Triamazikamno.

RB: CS Nott writes intelligent stuff. English medieval idea. Ayenbite of Inwyt. Ayenbite –
again biting. Inwyt – inner knowing. Where you know you have been wrong with complete
certainty and it bites. Point in the Work that is difficult – have to have sufficient experience to
distinguish between energies of different levels. Remorse is normally spoken of in same breath
as impartiality. Everything that people naturally associate – belong to lower level of hydorgens
and are partial. Probably hydrogen 24 and are negative emotions and associated with denying
part of emotional centre. Remorse is H12 and is experienced as pain or joy. That experience is
exquisite and isn’t something that is fought against or denied. But can be exquisitely painful,
because you see immediately what a jerk you are. You live with it. That is what you are. What
did I ever do that was wrong and see what comes up. Start to investigate and ask what you think
now. You will find lots of those events in childhood because many things are misunderstood.
SW: Sounds like therapy to me. My main reaction now is not joy, but pain and tendence to
supress.

RB: Remorse is what makes the star shine. Symbolized by the halo around the Saint – symbol
of impartiality. Almost a paradox. States are difficult to achieve, but he is describing a lot of
this in this chapter.
SW: Sacred Aieioiuoa?

RB: All the Greek vowels in a word. There is a tradition that goes back a long way and not in
our education. Languages written a long time ago – Hebrew alphabet – written form, 22 letters,
are all consonants. You can debate with Rabbis whether Aleph is a consonant. All those sounds
relate specifically to acts of the Absolute. The tetragrammaton – nobody knows how to say the
word because it was a secret how to pronounce it – had a force that could be abused. G, by
introducing Aieioiuoa, remorse isn’t made of consonants. Let’s imagine that at the end of your
life you haven’t developed a kesdjan body and you die – always proceeds with the OmnipresentActive-Element-Okidanokh also – is an experience of remorse.
SF: I think it is the feeling that I missed the boat – didn’t do what I was here for and now I don’t
have any time left.

RB: We have the story of the prodigal son. Doesn’t matter that we took so long to come back,
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will be welcome. Counterpoint.
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